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Abstract: To understand the cause of the high content of phosphorus in the North Chaohu Lake
Catchment of China, the distribution of the total phosphorus in groundwater and the dissolution
of rock phosphorus near Chaohu Lake were investigated, and a few interesting findings have been
revealed. Firstly, four main processes affecting the groundwater quality in North Chaohu Lake
Catchment were identified with the results of factor analysis, including anthropogenic activities
and the dissolution of carbonate rocks, phosphorus, and fluorine-bearing minerals. Secondly, the
dissolution of rock phosphorus can be well described using the one-dimensional diffusion equation,
with a semi-infinite boundary condition, and the Langmuir kinetic equation. A relatively low ambient
temperature (less than 25 ◦C) was probably responsible for the small diffusion coefficient compared
to that of the previous studies. Thirdly, the high-potential maximum dissolution of rock phosphorus
(Cmax) indicated that the dissolution of rock phosphorus could pose a risk to the ambient water body,
and Cmax was found to be independent of the total rock phosphorus content.

Keywords: phosphate rock; factor analysis; diffusion coefficient; Oslen P; Chaohu Lake

1. Introduction

Chaohu is one of the largest lakes in Central China with a surface area of about 760 km2.
It is located in the urban area of Hefei, Anhui Province of China, with a catchment area of
13,486 km2. The eutrophication of Chaohu Lake has been a great public concern because of
the widespread intensity and high frequency of cyanobacterial blooms in recent decades [1].
In 2018, the algae bloom area of the whole Chaohu Lake increased from 0.14% to 27.52%
during May to October. Studies showed that the relatively high level of nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P) in the lake, caused the frequent cyanobacterial outbreak, for which P is the
main factor [2,3]. Due to the wide distribution of ancient phosphate-bearing metamorphic
rocks and intensive mining activities near the lake, some researchers believed that the
release of P from phosphorus rock may contribute to the high content of phosphorus
underneath the Chaohu Lake Catchment [4]. It has been hypothesized that runoffs and
groundwater from phosphate-bearing sequence and phosphorus mineral region would
carry P to Chaohu Lake, and experiments have found that the recurrent rainfall and oxalic
acid will increase the P release, which would probably aggravate the eutrophication of the
lake [5,6]. However, there is still not enough concern about the release of P from rocks in
the Chaohu Lake Catchment; thus, a study on the groundwater quality and the P release
from phosphate-bearing rock has profound societal significance.

Previous studies have shown that the erosion of phosphate rock can increase the
content of P in vegetation [7,8], indicating that the accumulated rock phosphorus in some
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places can enter the adjacent ecosystem and may become an environmental problem such
as eutrophication. In recent years, much more P was found to be released from various
rocks and then incorporated into other ions in many parts of the world due to increasing
global agricultural and industrial activities [9]. Microorganisms, the fine roots of plants,
the reduction in soil water/groundwater pH values, etc., can be factors that affect the P
dissolution [10–13]. Once P enters groundwater, advection and diffusion are the primary
processes affecting its fate and transport [14]. Therefore, understanding the release of P
from phosphate rock is indispensable for assessing its environmental impact.

Along with the dissolution, advection, and diffusion processes, the adsorption/desorption
process occurs simultaneously. Several kinetic models, including the first-order, the second-
order, the parabolic diffusion, the Elovich, and the Langmuir kinetic equations, were
compared for describing the dissolution of P from phosphate rock and its subsequent
transport. Some investigators claimed that the Elovich kinetic equation best fitted the
experimental findings [15,16].

In this study, groundwater, surface water, soil, and rock samples in North Chaohu
Lake Catchment were collected for detecting the contents of some chemical components in
the laboratory, seeking answers for three questions by analyzing the obtained data:

(a) The main factors affecting the groundwater quality in the North Chaohu Lake Catch-
ment were revealed using the factor analysis by employing the statistical software
SPSS (version 19).

(b) The P dissolution and diffusion were illustrated by analyzing the release of P from
phosphate rock.

(c) The risk to the ambient aquatic environment posed by the dissolution of P in this re-
gion was discussed by fitting the experimental data to the Langmuir kinetic equation.

2. Study Area

Chaohu Lake is in the middle of the Anhui Province of China and on the left bank of
the middle and lower reaches of Yangtze River (Figure 1). The Chaohu Lake Catchment’s
topography is characterized by many low-elevation hills, foothills, downlands, and plains.
The terrain is high in the east and low in the west. The catchment’s climate is mild and moist,
with distinctive four seasons and a long frost-free period. The mean annual temperature is
15~16 ◦C, and the mean annual precipitation is 1000~1158 mm. The study area is located
in the north of the Chaohu Lake Catchment and is dominated by low-elevation hills and
undulating plains. The catchment is rich in surface water and groundwater resources
due to the thirty-three surface inflows into the Chaohu Lake and the widely distributed
Holocene unconsolidated rock pore water and carbonate fracture-karst water of this region.
The groundwater is replenished by precipitation and horizontal flux and discharged via
evaporation and base flow to the rivers and the Chaohu Lake. The Holocene unconsolidated
rock pore water is mainly distributed over the west and the middle parts of the study area,
with an aquifer thickness of about 50 m, while the carbonate fracture-karst water is in the
east, with a water depth of less than 15 m below ground surface.

The previous study showed that more than 500 out of 12,938 km2 area in the Chaohu
Lake Catchment had scattered ancient phosphorus metamorphic rocks, including the
Feidong County of Hefei City and the Juchao district of Chaohu City located in the north
of the Chaohu Lake [6], and more than 0.41% of the phosphorus can be released from the
rocks, depending on the weathering condition, human activities, etc. [17]. Therefore, the
North Chaohu Lake Catchment was selected as the study area.
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Figure 1. Geological features of the Chaohu Lake Catchment and the location of the groundwater
and rock samples.
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3. Methods and Results
3.1. Sampling and Experimental Procedure

Seventeen groundwater samples were collected from different locations in the north
and west of the study area, with sampling depths varying from 1 to 10 m (see Figure 1) in
the winter of 2009. The electrical conductivity (EC) was measured in situ (Orion 290 A), and
the samples were stored in polypropylene containers that were rinsed three times. Then,
each sample was separated into two subsamples, one of which was for the cations analysis,
and the other was for the anion analysis. Cation analysis subsamples were acidified with
HNO3, while the anion analysis ones were kept at a temperature of 4–6 ◦C, and sent to the
Geochemical Laboratory at Hefei University of Technology (HUT) for analysis within 24 h.

The concentration of sulfate (SO4
2−), nitrate (NO3

−), nitrite (NO2
−), and potassium

(K+) in the groundwater samples were measured using the ion chromatography method
(LC -10A, Shimadzu). Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICPS-
1000 III C, Shimadzu) was employed to determine the concentration of sodium (Na+),
calcium (Ca2+), and magnesium (Mg2+). Chlorine (Cl−) was measured using the titrimetric
method. Dissolved total solid (TDS) was calculated by multiplying EC and a factor of
640 [18]. The total P in the groundwater samples was measured employing molybdate
blue, an ascorbic acid method in a 10 mm cuvette at 700 nm (UVmini-1240, Shimadzu,
Kyoto, Japan).

Twelve rock samples were also collected from locations near Pingding Hill located on
the northeast side of the Chaohu Lake in the winter of 2009 (Figure 1), of which sample
numbers 1–8 were from the low-P content region, while the sample numbers 9–12 were
from the high-P content region. The samples were immediately sent to the Geochemical
Laboratory at HUT for analysis and grounded to grain sizes of less than 0.15 mm.

The total P contents of rock samples were measured as follows: Firstly, 0.2 g of
grounded rock was added to the bottom of a nickel crucible and was humidified with 95%
ethanol. Secondly, 2.0 g of solid NaOH was added to the sample, and the mixture was
placed inside a Muffle furnace set at 720 ◦C for 15 min. Thirdly, the furnace was cooled to
room temperature, and then, a sulfuric acid solution with a volume water/sulfuric acid
ratio of 1:1 was added into the sample until the precipitated materials were completely
dissolved. Fourthly, the solution was diluted to a 50 mL volume by adding distilled water
with a resulting pH value of 3.0. Fifthly, 25 mL of solution was taken out and mixed with
1 mL of ascorbic acid solution. Thirty seconds later, 2 mL of molybdate solution was added
into the solution. The solution was ready for measurement after a minimum of 15 min.
The sample’s absorbance was measured in a 30 mm cuvette at 700 nm (UVmini-1240,
Shimadzu) using distilled water as a reference. The content of total P can be obtained from
the calibration curve after deducting the reference solution’s absorbance.

Olsen phosphorus (Olsen P), which is also called available phosphorus, represents
P that can be taken up by plants from soil and is commonly used as a soil fertility and
soil quality indicator [19]. In this study, the Oslen P of phosphate rock was measured
to see how much P could be taken up by plants from the rock. The cumulative content
of Olsen P was measured as follows (see Figure 2). Firstly, 0.25 g of grounded rock was
mixed with 50 mL of NaHCO3 solution (the concentration of which is 0.5 mol/L), keeping
a solid–liquid ratio of 1:20. Secondly, the sample was added to a centrifuge tube and was
oscillated continuously for 1 h in a 200 r/min 25 ◦C water bath oscillator. Thirdly, the
centrifuge tube was placed in an incubator of 25 ◦C for 24 h and centrifuged for 15 min at a
rate of 4500 r/min. Fourthly, the supernatant was taken out and filtered using a 0.45 µm
membrane, and then, the Oslen P concentration, denoted as Ci, in the supernatant was
measured using the molybdenum–antimony anti-spectrophotometric method (UVmini-
1240, Shimadzu). Fifthly, 50 mL of NaOH solution (concentration of which is 0.5 mol/L)
was added into the residual in the centrifuge tube, keeping the same solid–liquid ratio of
1:20. The above steps are repeated to measure the extracted Oslen P after incubation times
of 24, 72, 144, 240, 360, 480, 648, 888, and 1224 h, respectively [20]. A sequential time index i
from 1 to 9 was used to denote 24, 72, 144, 240, 360, 480, 648, 888, and 1224 h, respectively.
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The cumulatively released amount of P at the i-th time step, denoted as Ci (mg/L),
can be calculated using the following formula:

C1 = Ce
1, Ci =

9
∑

i=2
Ce

i Vi −
9
∑

i=2
Ce

i−1(Vi − V′
i−1)

Vi
, i = 2, . . . 9, (1)

where i is the sequential time index of measurements, Vi is the volume of solution (L) in the
centrifuge measured at the i-th time step, V′

i−1 is the volume of NaHCO3 solution added at
the (i − 1)-th time step, and Ce

i and Ce
i−1 are the P concentrations (mg/L) in the supernatant

measured at the i-th and (i − 1)-th time steps, respectively.

3.2. Analysis Method

Both qualitative and quantitative methods were utilized in this study to conduct the
groundwater geochemical analysis, including the interpretation of maps and diagrams,
factor analysis, the best-fitting exercises of the measured breakthrough curves (BTCs) to
the one-dimensional (1D) diffusion equation, etc.

After being treated by the chemical reagents, the Oslen P might experience three
processes: Firstly, Oslen P was dissolved from the rock grains via a chemical reaction
with molybdate on the surface of the grains. Secondly, Oslen P was desorbed from the
grain surface into the ambient solution (some desorbed P in the ambient solution may be
simultaneously adsorbed on the grain surface again). Thirdly, the dissolved Oslen P moved
away from the grain surface to the ambient solution via diffusion. A 1D diffusion equation
was employed to study the diffusive process of P in groundwater. Similar approaches have
been used by some researchers, including Spiteri et al. [21], who used the 1D diffusion
equation with a reaction term to understand the fate of P in two contrasting aquifer systems.
In this study, the measured BTCs were fitted by the 1D diffusion equation to identify the
effective diffusion coefficient, and a geometric factor was used to describe the additive effect
that was related to the grain size distribution and the surface/volume ratio of the grains.

3.2.1. Fit of the Cumulative Content of P versus 1D Diffusion Equation

The 1D diffusion equation was used to describe the transport process:

Dx
∂2C
∂x2 =

∂C
∂t

, (2)

where Dx is the effective diffusion coefficient, C is the solute concentration, x is the distance
perpendicular to the diffusion layer, and t is time. Assuming that the grain surface has a
constant P concentration equal to the initial P concentration (C0), and the ambient solution
is initially free of P, one can formulate the initial and boundary conditions associated with
the above governing equation and are as follows:

C(x, 0) = 0, x ≥ 0, (3)

C(0, t) = C0, t ≥ 0, (4)

C(∞, t) = 0, t ≥ 0. (5)

A semi-infinite boundary condition is used here (see Equation (5)), which is a standard
approach for analyzing solute transport in a finite-length column in subsurface hydrol-
ogy [22]. For a more specific discussion of the choice of boundary conditions, one can refer
to Parker and van Genuchten [23] , You and Zhan [24], and references cited in those studies.
The solution of the above boundary value problem (BVP) [22] is as follows:

C = C0er f c(
x

2
√

Dxt
), (6)
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where erfc () is the complementary error function. Equation (6) is a special case of the Ogata
and Banks solution [25] with a zero advective velocity (i.e., no advective and mechanical
dispersive transport processes). Since the concentration determined in the experiment is
the average concentration of P in the centrifuge tube at time t, a geometric factor A was
introduced to modify Equation (6):

C = AC0er f c(
x

2
√

Dxt
). (7)

The geometric factor A accounts for the variations in grain sizes and grain shapes
of multiple grains in the sample that are too complex to be described specifically. The
following Equation (8) was used to convert the unit of the measured P dissolved from the
rock mass (C∗

0 ) from mg/kg into mg/L:

C0 = ρbC∗
0 , (8)

where ρb is the bulk density of the rock sample. Therefore, C0 in Equation (8) is replaced,
and the concentration of the solute can be calculated as follows:

C = AρbC∗
0 er f c(

x
2
√

Dxt
). (9)

Equation (9) is fitted with experimental BTCs to predict the values of A and Dx. The
goodness of fit is judged with the Pearson correlation coefficient, denoted as rj, using the
following formula:

rj =

9
∑

j=1
(Ci,j − Cj)(C′

i,j − C′
j)√

9
∑

n=1
(Ci,j − Cj)2

√
9
∑

n=1
(C′

i,j − C′
j)

2
, i = 1, 2 . . . . . . 9, j = 1, 2 . . . . . . 1 (10)

where Ci,j and C′
i,j are the experimental and calculated concentrations of sample j at

i-th experimental time step, respectively, Cj and C′
j are the averaged experimental and

calculated concentrations of sample j, 9 is the number of experimental time steps described
in Section 3.1, and 12 is the number of samples used in the calculation.

3.2.2. Fit of the P Release Rate Data versus the Derivative of the Diffusion Equation

The first derivation of Equation (9) was used to study the release rate of P and is
written as follows:

∂C
∂t

=
AρbC∗

0 x

2
√

Dxπt3
exp(− x2

4Dxt
), (11)

The release rate can also be calculated using the Euler’s approximation based on the
experimental data at i, which counts from the second test time to the ninth test time:

∂Ci
∂t

=
Ci − Ci−1

ti − ti−1
, 2 ≤ i ≤ 9, (12)

where i is an index for the test time step. The values of A and Dx, obtained from the
best-fitting exercises of Equation (9) versus the experimental BTCs, are substituted into
Equation (11) to calculate the theoretical value of the release rate and then compared against
the experimentally determined release rate from Equation (12). The Pearson correlation
coefficient of the experimental and theoretical release rates was also calculated using
Equation (10) and represented as r2.
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3.2.3. Fit of the Released P Concentration versus the Langmuir Kinetic Equation

To find the potential maximum dissolution of P, the experimental data were fitted with
the Langmuir kinetic equation as follows [26] (He et al., 1996):

t
Ct

=
1

kCmax
+

t
Cmax

, (13)

where Ct is the concentration of dissolved RP at time t, k is a constant, and Cmax is the
potential maximum dissolution of P. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the experimental
data and the theoretical results from Equation (13) were also calculated using Equation (9)
and represented as r3.

4. Analysis and Discussion
4.1. Groundwater Analysis
4.1.1. Spatial Analysis of Groundwater Total P

The key chemical parameters of 17 groundwater samples in the North Chaohu Lake
Catchment were analyzed, and the iso-concentration map of the groundwater TP is shown
in Figure 3. The concentration of total P in groundwater varied widely from 0.04 to
3.2 mg/L, with an average of 0.33 mg/L. There is no drinking water standard for P
in China thus far, but 4 of the 17 samples could pose a health risk since their total P
concentration exceeds 0.1 mg/L [27]. Golden Surfer 8.0 and MAPGIS software (version 6.6)
were employed to draw the iso-concentration map of the groundwater total P content in
the study area. Obviously, the total P concentration in groundwater was high in the west
and low in the east of the study area, and the total P content reached the highest level (more
than 2.0 mg/L) around the Chaohu Lake (Figure 3).

As one of the three most eutrophic lakes in China [28], the Chaohu Lake is rich in P.
The high background value of P in the whole catchment and the high elevation in the west
and the low elevation in the east of the study area are probably the two primary controlling
factors for the distribution of groundwater total P of the area. The widely distributed P-
containing metamorphic rock series and phosphorite in the North Chaohu Lake Catchment
provide a naturally high P background content, and the soft and soluble properties of the
phosphorus strata facilitate the release of phosphorus. Meanwhile, the abundant rainfall
in the region accelerates the dissolution of P from the P-rich rock and soil, and then, the
dissolved P is subsequently transported to the surface water and groundwater bodies,
eventually ending up in the Chaohu Lake and the groundwater aquifers near the Lake.

4.1.2. Factor Analysis

The statistical software SPSS (version 19) was employed to conduct the factor analysis,
which extracted a small number of factors for inferring the possible groundwater quality
variation sources [29–31]. Eleven parameters were finally chosen to optimize the factor
analysis, including TP, NO3

−, SO4
2−, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, TDS, Cl−, F−, and pH. The

results, such as factor loadings, eigenvalues, and the percent of variance explained by
the main factors, are listed in Table 1. The varimax rotation was applied to maximize the
variance of the loadings on the four retained factors [32], and only factors with eigenvalues
greater than or equal to one are considered as sources of variance in the data. In this
analysis, four factors had eigenvalues greater than one and accounted for 86.50% of the
explained variance. They were extracted and considered as the possible sources of variation
of the groundwater quality in the north of the Chaohu Lake Catchment.
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Table 1. Factor loadings, eigenvalues, and the percent of explained variance after varimax rotation.

Parameter Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

TDS 0.954 0.112 0.046 −0.104
NO3

− 0.949 −0.031 0.145 0.005
SO4

2− 0.939 −0.087 0.036 0.049
Cl− 0.697 0.379 −0.056 −0.001

Mg2+ −0.032 0.945 0.093 −0.130
Na+ −0.033 0.935 0.092 −0.123
Ca2+ 0.297 0.853 0.035 0.052
TP 0.028 0.008 0.958 0.068
K+ 0.103 0.169 0.933 0.009
F− −0.053 0.057 0.060 0.914
pH 0.021 −0.237 0.014 0.873

Eigenvalues 3.281 2.747 1.837 1.650
% of variance 29.83 24.98 16.70 15.00

The factor loadings represent the statistical weight of each chemical parameter on
the factors, and a higher absolute value of the factor loading implies a closer correlation
between the parameter and the factor. Garcia et al. [33] considered a factor loading of
greater than 0.71 as excellent, whereas a factor loading lower than 0.32 as poor. Three levels
have been classified by Liu et al. [34] based on the absolute values of factor loading: strong
(>0.75), moderate (0.75–0.50), and weak (0.50–0.30).

The factor scores of samples were also calculated, and the distribution of the scores
reflected how the study area was affected by the corresponding factor. A high factor score
(greater than one) and a near-zero score suggest the strong and moderate effects of the
process represented by the factor, respectively, while an extremely low score (less than
−1) indicates no effect of the factor. The first factor represented 29.83% of the total sample
variations with a strong loading of NO3

−, TDS, and SO4
2− and a moderate loading of

Cl−. This factor represented the anthropogenic process because these chemical parameters
were often used to measure anthropogenic contamination [35](Dragon, 2006). The chlo-
ride and sulfate were the principal products resulting from urbanization that altered the
groundwater chemistry [36–38], while a strong positive correlation between NO3

− and
TDS suggested that the contamination was primarily from agricultural activities [29].

The distribution of factor scores in Figure 4a indicated that the south of the study area
was affected by the process represented by Factor 1, and the effect decreased from south
to north. Farmland has been the primary land use in the North Chaohu Lake Catchment
for many decades [39,40], and there were several mining sites in the south of the study
area near Changyao Hill and Xianghe Hill. Therefore, anthropogenic activities such as
agricultural and mining activities were likely the main factors affecting groundwater quality
in this area. Factor 2 represented 24.97% of the sample variation, with a high loading of
Mg2+, Ca2+, and Na+. This factor was identified as the interaction between carbonate rock
and groundwater since these ions were the main components in certain widely distributed
minerals in the study area, including carbonate rock, feldspar, etc. The factor score map in
Figure 4b showed that the effect of Factor 2 increased from east to west and reached the
highest level near Qingtai Hill and Turtle Hill. This was probably due to the limestone
deposition present in these two places. Factor 3 explained 16.70% of the variation and had
a high loading of total P and K+. P could be sourced from the following: (1) anthropogenic
activities such as fertilizer and the use of P-containing products, (2) the dissolution of
phosphate mineral, (3) the decomposed residual of riparian plans, etc. [41–43]. The K+

could be derived from the dissolution of potassium-bearing minerals and crop fertilizers.
The score of Factor 3 was low in the center and the south of the study area and high in the
north and the west of the study area, as can be seen in Figure 4c.
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The ancient phosphorus metamorphic rock is widely distributed in the west, the
southwest, and the north of the Chaohu Lake Catchment and is associated with other
mineral resources such as alum stone [5]. This agrees with the high Pearson correlation
coefficient (0.819) between K and total P observed in Table 2. Therefore, this factor was
interpreted as the interactions between minerals and groundwater. Factor 4 was associated
with the dissolution of fluorine-bearing minerals at high pH values since it had a high
fluorine loading and pH [32]. The distribution of scores for this factor showed an increasing
trend from east to west, as reflected in Figure 4d.

Table 2. Correlation matrix of the geochemical parameters of groundwater samples collected at the
North Chaohu Lake Catchment.

Parameters TP NO3− SO42− Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+ TDS Cl− F− pH

TP 1.000
NO3

− 0.185 1.000
SO4

2− 0.049 0.885 1.000
Na+ 0.087 −0.028 −0.066 1.000
K+ 0.819 0.188 0.117 0.222 1.000

Mg2+ 0.055 −0.039 −0.100 0.907 0.265 1.000
Ca2+ 0.102 0.272 0.196 0.726 0.158 0.727 1.000
TDS 0.049 0.906 0.871 0.097 0.165 0.112 0.369 1.000
Cl− −0.031 0.558 0.517 0.252 0.138 0.300 0.455 0.634 1.000
F− 0.112 −0.030 −0.012 −0.062 0.071 −0.076 0.049 −0.135 −0.001 1.000
pH 0.064 0.026 0.091 −0.303 −0.010 −0.298 −0.148 −0.086 −0.110 0.621 1.000

Based on the factor analysis, anthropogenic activities in this area affect the groundwa-
ter quality the most, and the area with the highest factor score of Factor 1 is highly correlated
with the highest content of phosphorus in the north shore of the Chaohu Lake [44], indi-
cating that the phosphorus-rich rocks in Turtle Hill, Changyao Hill, Xianghe Hill, Phoenix
Hill, etc., are probably the main sources for the contaminant of the groundwater.

4.2. Analysis of the P Dissolution

Studies have shown that a large number of ions can enter the water body by rock
weathering in some places and may accelerate the degradation of groundwater, especially
in the mining area [45,46]. The high natural background content of P in the whole Chaohu
Lake Catchment provides a large source for the release of P, which may be one of the
reasons why the dissolution of P-bearing minerals is the third main process affecting the
groundwater quality in the study area. Han [39] reported that an area of more than 500 km2

around the catchment was covered by phosphate rocks, and P released from these rocks
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due to weathering and mining may be transported to the surface water and groundwater
and may eventually enter the Chaohu Lake. The cumulative P content was plotted against
time, and BTCs are shown in Figure 5. According to the change in the cumulative P content,
three periods could be identified from this figure. The first period was from 0 to 480 h after
P was released into the solution. During this period, the P concentration in the solution
increased rapidly, reaching 80% of the maximum content. The second period lasted from
480 to 648 h when the rate of increase in P concentration declined. The third period was
from 648 h to the end of the experiment when the cumulative content of P gradually
approached an asymptotic constant. A similar result was found by He et al. [47], in which
the P experienced an initial rapid dissolution in the first 30 days and then a slow and steady
dissolution stage lasting more than 100 days.
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Figure 5. The cumulative concentrations of Oslen P released from 12 samples in the Chaohu Lake
Catchment over time.

4.2.1. Cumulative Concentration of P

The experimental concentration data were fitted against Equation (9), and the es-
timated value of A and Dx were obtained following the Marquis algorithm when the
goodness of fit reached its maximum. In this experiment, the centrifuge tube was treated
as a domain; thus, x should vary from 0 to 9.95 cm, which is the length of the tube. In
preliminary simulations, the estimated values of Dx were more consistent and reliable
when x = 9.95 cm. Therefore, x = 9.95 cm was selected as the farthest travel distance of P. A
similar approach was used by Katsev et al. [48], which chose a specific value of x according
to the preliminary simulations when studying the phosphorus efflux from lake sediments.

Figure 6 demonstrates the goodness of fit by comparing the calculated profile with
the experimental data. Obviously, the 1D diffusion equation could describe the release of
P satisfactorily for all the samples, with a small discrepancy, which may be explained as
follows. The most likely reason was that the experimental conditions included many ions in
the solution, such as Fe3+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and NO3-N, and pH value variations. The existence
of some ions [49–51] or the variation in the pH values [52] can affect the solubility of P.
For example, Fe(III) can help the transformation of dissolved phosphate into particulate
phosphate by the formation of Fe(III)-phosphates at redox gradients [53], and a higher pH
value could decrease the initial release rate of P [47]. Another possible reason was the test
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method used in the experiments. For instance, Na-saturated, Na-zeolite, and H-saturated
resin were often added to extract P from soil and apatite in previous studies [54,55]. Lai
and Eberl [56] found that the quantity of P released by adding the above-mentioned resin
was an order of magnitude higher than that released by apatite alone without the addition
of the resin.
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Figure 6. The BTCs of the experimental phosphorus concentration from 12 samples in the Chaohu
Lake Catchment. The red points represent the experimental data, and the blue circles represent the
calculated values. (1) Sample 1; (2) sample 2; (3) sample 3; (4) sample 4; (5) sample 5; (6) sample 6;
(7) sample 7; (8) sample 8; (9) sample 9; (10) sample 10; (11) sample 11; and (12) sample 12.

The optimal values of A and Dx are listed in Table 3, together with their associated
Pearson correlation coefficient (r1). The high values of r1 (greater than 0.95) of all samples
suggested a high goodness of fit. The diffusion coefficient Dx varied from 0.96 × 10−4 to
4.48 × 10−4 cm2/s, when compared to the diffusion coefficient of H2PO4

−, HPO4
2−, and

HP4
3− calculated by Li and Gregory [57], which were 3.04, 2.64, and 2.20 × 10−2 cm2/s,

respectively, at 25 ◦C. Li and Gregory [57] pointed out that the diffusion of ions was related
to temperature, water viscosity, ionic potential, ambient atmospheric pressure, and the
even contents of the ions. The experiments were completed during the winter of 2009, and
the relatively low ambient temperature (less than 25 ◦C) in that winter probably slowed
down the diffusion of ions. The A values for samples in the high P region (sample 9~12)
were two magnitudes smaller than those in the low content P region (sample 1~8), and the
release rates of P from the high P region were less than those from the low RP region. This
may be due to the different chemical compositions of these two kinds of rocks and will be
further investigated in the future.

4.2.2. Release Rate of P

During the dissolution of the rock samples, the release rate of P, which was demon-
strated by the gradients of the curves in Figure 7, obviously decreased with time. The
gradients were high at the beginning of the experiment, suggesting a high initial release
rate, in contrast to the nearly zero release rate after 648 h. In this experiment, the minimum
release rate ranged between 6.78 × 10−4 and 2.40 × 10−3 mg/(L·h), the maximum release
rate ranged between 2.32 × 10−2 and 9.69 × 10−2 mg/(L·h), and the average release rate
ranged between 8.07 × 10−3 and 5.17 × 10−2 mg/(L·h), and the rate showed no significant
variation between the high-P-content rock and the low-P-content rock. The release rate
and the cumulative number of ions released were controlled by many external conditions,
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including lithology, hydrological characteristics, geographic position, etc. [58]. As the
reaction progressed, the variation in temperature, chemical equilibrium, and surface area
contact with the solution were the factors influencing the variations in the release rate.
The cumulative release function was differentiated to calculate the release rate, which was
then compared with the experimental data calculated by Equation (12), and their Pearson
correlation coefficient (r2) is listed in Table 3. The moderately high Pearson correlation
coefficient (greater than 0.8) indicated that the calculated release rates of P based on the
estimated values of Dx and A adequately agreed with the experimental release rates.

Table 3. The total phosphorus content (TP), bulk density (ρb ), the estimated values of Dx and A,
two parameters used in the Langmuir kinetic equation (k and Cmax), and the Pearson correlation
coefficients of P desorption (r1, r2, r3).

Sample
ID

TP
(mg/kg)

ρb
(kg/L) A Dx

(cm2/s) k Cmax
(mg/L) r1 r2 r3

1 85 2.58 9.26 × 10−2 1.58 × 10−4 5.84 × 10−3 18.49 0.990 0.943 0.997
2 86 2.37 10.23 × 10−2 1.31 × 10−4 5.15 × 10−3 18.71 0.995 0.972 0.995
3 73 2.61 7.32 × 10−2 1.20 × 10−4 4.83 × 10−3 12.40 0.994 0.987 0.990
4 99 2.47 7.37 × 10−2 3.02 × 10−4 10.21 × 10−3 16.65 0.978 0.904 0.990
5 81 2.68 7.94 × 10−2 2.99 × 10−4 10.28 × 10−3 15.87 0.981 0.912 0.992
6 91 2.21 5.24 × 10−2 4.48 × 10−4 11.40 × 10−3 10.50 0.957 0.860 0.983
7 91 2.39 5.47 × 10−2 2.94 × 10−4 9.70 × 10−3 11.04 0.974 0.894 0.988
8 113 2.49 7.56 × 10−2 1.00 × 10−4 3.83 × 10−3 19.27 0.997 0.980 0.997
9 35,390 2.38 0.81 × 10−4 1.54 × 10−4 6.02 × 10−3 6.13 0.994 0.965 0.995

10 34,390 2.23 1.47 × 10−4 1.21 × 10−4 4.70 × 10−3 10.19 0.995 0.971 0.997
11 17,590 2.31 1.79 × 10−4 2.07 × 10−4 7.40 × 10−3 6.65 0.986 0.928 0.996
12 13,990 2.22 2.5 × 10−4 0.96 × 10−4 3.69 × 10−3 7.01 0.997 0.987 0.995
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. The best-fitting curves of the experimental phosphorus release rate from 12 samples in the
Chaohu Lake Catchment. The red points represent the experimental data, and the blue circles represent
the calculated values. (1) Sample 1; (2) sample 2; (3) sample 3; (4) sample 4; (5) sample 5; (6) sample 6;
(7) sample 7; (8) sample 8; (9) sample 9; (10) sample 10; (11) sample 11; and (12) sample 12.
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4.2.3. Potential Maximum Dissolution of P

It is essential to predict the dissolution of P due to chemical weathering to determine the
possibility of risk posed by such a process. The Langmuir kinetic equation was used to assess
the potential maximum dissolution of P [26,47]. The constant k and the potential maximum
dissolution of P, Cmax, are the two fitted variables of the Langmuir kinetic equation. The
estimated values of these two variables are listed in Table 3 together with the corresponding
Pearson correlation coefficients, r3. The high Pearson correlation coefficients (r3 ranging
from 0.983 to 0.997) indicated that the Langmuir kinetic equation can describe the release
of P satisfactorily. The k and Cmax values ranged between 3.83 × 10−3–11.40 × 10−3 and
6.13–19.27 mg/L, respectively, and the relatively high release of P into water verified the
results shown in factor analysis. The low correlation between the total P content in rock
samples and the variation in Cmax implied that the release of RP was independent of the total
P content of the rock, and other factors should be identified in a future study. For example,
some ions such as Ca2+ may be associated with P and were more readily extractable using
NaHCO3 [46]. Meanwhile, the relatively high Cmax value also indicated a risk to the ambient
aquatic environments.

5. Implications for the Source of P

The above analysis revealed the source and the mobilization of P in the North Chaohu
Lake Catchment, and it could be interpreted as follows. In the North Chaohu Lake
Catchment, the widely distributed ancient phosphorus metamorphic rock at Turtle Hill,
Changyao Hill, Xianghe Hill, Phoenix Hill, etc., provided a high background value of P.
The anthropogenic activities (including exploitation etc.), abundant precipitation, and the
chemical weathering of the phosphate rock, accelerated the release of P from the rock,
which then entered the water body of the area, eventually reaching the Chaohu Lake
through the phosphorus migration pathway present in this environment. This release
process experienced three periods: a rapid-release period (0~480 h), a slow-release period
(480~648 h), and an equilibrium period (after 648 h). The potential maximum dissolution
of P could be predicted using the Langmuir kinetic equation. It is independent of the
total P content in rocks, and its high values (more than 0.1 mg/L) indicate a risk to the
environment. After dissolution, the diffusion effect would help the dissolved P to transport
to a finite distance, and a 1D diffusion equation could well describe this movement with a
semi-infinite boundary condition.

6. Limitations and Future Works

Despite the great insights gained from this investigation, there are several limitations
that should be addressed in future investigations. Firstly, the number of samples collected
and tested are limited due to the constraints of funding and the duration of the project.
A much larger dataset of water quality samples should be generated in the future. Most
importantly, the water quality time-series dataset should be collected as it will offer vi-
tal information for the evolutionary process of water quality in the Chaohu watershed.
Secondly, the ion exchange between the lake water and groundwater of the Chaohu Catch-
ment should be analyzed in great detail to understand the geochemical process of the
lake–aquifer interaction. Thirdly, since the release of P from rock is affected by some other
factors that have not been analyzed in this study, such as acid rain, soil type, etc., the release
of P from rock under different conditions needs to be scrutinized in a future work.

Through a further study on the RP dissolution and diffusion of P in the water of
the Chaohu Lake in the future, we aim to provide the theoretical and scientific basis and
guidance for water quality improvement for the area under similar conditions.

7. Conclusions

Based on this study, the conclusions that can be drawn are as follows:
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(1) The groundwater total P content in the North Chaohu Lake Catchment was high in
the west and low in the east, with the highest values around the Chaohu Lake (greater
than 2.0 mg/L).

(2) The factor analysis revealed that the anthropogenic activities (especially the agricultural
and mining activities) were the major factors affecting groundwater quality. In contrast,
the interactions between groundwater and carbonate rock, the dissolution of the P-
bearing minerals, and the fluorine-bearing minerals were the second, third, and fourth
factors affecting the groundwater quality, in the order of decreasing effectiveness.

(3) There were three periods for the dissolution of P, evident from the experimental
breakthrough curves. The dissolution of P can be well described by a 1D diffusion
equation and the Langmuir kinetic equation. The geometric factor A and diffusion
coefficient Dx were estimated by fitting the data against the 1D diffusion equation.
Samples with high P contents (sample 9~12) had smaller geometric factors, while the
opposite was true for samples with low P contents (sample 1~8).

(4) The low ambient temperature was probably responsible for the relatively lower
diffusion coefficient compared to that of the previous studies. The constant k and the
potential maximum dissolution of P, Cmax, were also obtained from fitting data with
the Langmuir kinetic equation. According to the Cmax values, the dissolution of P
could pose a risk to the ambient water body, and the release of P was independent of
the total phosphorus content in the rock at the study area.
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